
The Ultimate Computer-Video Interface Debuts:
RGB 202 Rxi, RGB 202 Rxi VTG, and
202 Rxi Kit

Picture this conference room scenario: you’ve got a 

podium with a PC, but some presenters prefer to bring

in their own laptops. What to do? 

continued on page 2

For such applications, Extron®

offers the RGB 202 Rxi two input,
universal interface. And if you pair it
with an AAP 201, a faceplate that
holds multiple Architectural Adapter
Plates (AAPs), you can use an AAP
for a front-panel computer-video
and PC audio input to the interface,
have an AAP for network and phone
pass-through signals (RJ-45 and 
RJ-11 connectors), and offer video
and audio pass-through connectors
for a DVD player or other auxiliary
A/V product that the presenter
brings in.

Extron RGB 202 Rxi
The Extron RGB 202 Rxi includes

the most popular features of our
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famous RGB 202xi and adds new
features: RS-232 control; a larger
LCD display; improved heat
management; and rack-mounting
capabilities (along with under-desk
and through-desk options). Loaded
with features and high on
performance, the RGB 202 Rxi has
enhanced Advanced Digital Sync
Processing (ADSP™) and is
compatible with virtually every
computer ever made. Its two input
switcher and remote controllability
further expand its functionality.
Because of its ease of use and
versatility, the RGB 202 Rxi is ideal
for rental and staging applications
as well as permanent installations.
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enhanced ADSP compensates for their sync
processing limitations, preventing common
image problems such as hooking, tearing, or
bending at the top of the screen. 

When incredibly fine shift adjustments
need to be made to the image, the 
RGB 202 Rxi offers horizontal and vertical
centering controls. Use these to shift your
picture by one-pixel increments for fine-
tuning. An additional plus is the 30
memories for saving horizontal and vertical
positions for incoming signals; when your
interface is used with multiple computers,
you won’t have to re-adjust the image
position of a computer that has been
previously set up. Variable level and peaking
adjustments allow the video signal to be fine-
tuned for long cable distances while
maintaining its signal integrity, producing 
an image that is brighter and sharper 
than normal.

All-in-One Box
Now easier-to-read due to its larger size,

the LCD display indicates horizontal and
vertical sync rates of the active signal. The
RGB 202 Rxi handily powers two MBC buffer

cables through two 9VDC, 2.5 mm, MBC
power jacks. Switching control is available
through the front panel, RS-232, and contact
closure.

The RGB 202 Rxi is housed in a rack-
mountable, compact, vented metal
enclosure. The vents reduce the
accumulation of internal heat, which is a
significant advantage for interfaces mounted
under or through desks or other surfaces.
The RGB 202 Rxi offers optional mounting
kits as convenient, discreet installation
options. The under-desk mounting kit
mounts the interface under a desk, podium,
or table, while the through-desk mounting
kit mounts the interface through a desk,
podium, or other flat surface.

This interface conveniently includes a 100-
240VAC, 50/60 Hz, auto-switchable internal
power supply—no need for an external
power supply that clutters up the A/V
environment. 

RGB 202 Rxi VTG
You’re at a major installation, ready to

set up all the monitors and projectors, but
the two computers for the server room

Connections
By offering 300 MHz (-3dB) RGB video

bandwidth, the RGB 202 Rxi provides exceptional
computer-video interfacing features and
performance to eliminate connection problems
and line-driving limitations. It is compatible with
VGA, SVGA, XGA, SXGA, UXGA, Mac, Sun, SGI,
and other computer-video signals. 

Two 9-pin D input connectors are
provided for analog signals and buffered
TTL and ECL signals, and two new 3.5 mm
stereo audio input connectors are provided
for audio. Extron offers hundreds of
monitor breakout cables (MBCs), laptop
breakout cables (LBCs), internal computer
wiring kits (ICWKs), and buffered MBCs for
connecting any computer to the RGB 202
Rxi via either universal 9-pin D connector. By
necessitating the use of an Extron high
resolution input cable, this unique cable
connector ensures a high-quality video
signal for the end user. The interface
outputs RGB on six BNCs and balanced or
unbalanced audio on 3.5 mm captive screw
connectors. Simultaneous output of
composite and H&V sync is provided so you
have a choice of RGBS or RGBHV by simply
selecting the appropriate BNC output
connectors—no configuration necessary.
Simultaneous output is especially useful
when the interface will be frequently
reconfigured for different display devices.

Nowadays most computer-video
interfacing applications also require audio
interfacing. Audio interfacing converts
computer-generated, unbalanced audio to
line-level, balanced audio. The advantage of
balanced audio is that it maintains signal
quality over long cable runs. To meet the
growing demand for audio, the RGB 202 Rxi
offers a convenient two-in-one package of
computer-video and audio interfacing.

Perfecting the Image
The RGB 202 Rxi takes Extron’s ADSP

technology one step further. Extron’s
enhanced ADSP provides all-digital sync
processing so clear, stable images are
produced on digital displays (DLP, LCD, and
plasma). LCDs, DLPs, and plasma displays
often have trouble with degraded sync
signals that have been altered through
previous processing or interfacing. The

AAP 201

Video and 
audio input

Laptop
Computer
Input

RGB 202 Rxi  

Network and
Phone Connection
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RGB 202 Rxi

Part Number Price
60-327-01 $1,250.00*

URL:
www.extron.com/rgb202rxi
* Prices valid for U.S. sales only.

haven’t arrived yet. What to do? You’ll
need more than an interface—and Extron
has just such a solution: the 
RGB 202 Rxi VTG. If you like, you could
rack-mount the RGB 202 Rxi VTG in the
server room—that way you can interface
two PCs; you’ve got RS-232 control; and
you can verify input sources for all your
displays by taking advantage of the VTG
signals.

The RGB 202 Rxi VTG combines the RGB
202 Rxi with a built-in, mini video test
generator (VTG). It’s ideal for rental,
staging, and permanent installations,
especially for setup before the computers
or workstations arrive. Plus, the RGB 202
Rxi VTG is rack-mountable; making it a
perfect solution as a rack-mount signal
generator. The internal VTG features four
signal rates: VGA (640 x 480), SVGA 
(800 x 600), XGA (1024 x 768), and SXGA
(1280 x 1024). For each signal rate, four
test patterns: cross-hatch, greyscale, 
H-pattern, and color bars can be selected. 

202Rxi VTG Kit
Extron also offers an entire kit for universal

computer-video interfacing applications. Pick
up the kit and go! The Extron 202Rxi VTG Kit
is a universal system interface kit designed
for use by the presenter/salesperson 
on-the-go, rental and staging applications,
and the permanent installation that requires
an interface compatible with all computers
and workstations. The kit includes the 
RGB 202Rxi VTG, the most popular MBC
monitor breakout cables, a 25 foot BNC
extension cable, a carrying case with
protective foam cut-outs, a flashlight, and a
bonus: the famous Extron Tweeker!

RGB 202 Rxi VTG

Part Number Price
60-328-01 $1,550.00*

URL:
www.extron.com/rgb202rxivtg
* Prices valid for U.S. sales only.

202 Rxi VTG Kit

Part Number Price
42-030-01 $2,550.00*

URL:
www.extron.com/202rxivtgkit
* Prices valid for U.S. sales only.

Crosshatch, greyscale, H-pattern, and color
bars test patterns for the RGB 202 Rxi VTG.

202 Rxi VTG Kit
Check out the RGB 202 Rxi
Webcast demo at
http://www.extron.com/rgb202rxi
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This year, we invited INFOCOMM
attendees to blow off some tradeshow
steam in the comfort of Extron’s backyard,
hence the aptly-named theme—“The
Backyard Bash.” Held inside Extron’s newest
building at our Anaheim, CA headquarters,
attendees were coaxed into the party-going
groove by the rhythms and tunes of four stellar
bands. No one in the audience missed a beat
of the performances thanks to amplification of
the on-stage action by two video projectors
from Digital Projection, Inc. Stewart Filmscreen
supplied the display screens.

Band members are all employees from the
A/V manufacturing community. While they
may spend their day jobs working behind the
stage, all of them share a passion for playing
the Song Master in the spotlight. Each band
cranked out great covers and adaptations of
some of music’s favorite hits. 

NEC’s Maximum Bandwidth 
and the Ceiling Mounts

NEC’s band, Maximum Bandwidth and
backup vocalists The Ceiling Mounts, opened
the show with solid renditions of all-time rock ‘n’
roll favorites. The group did a knock-out cover of
Bill Rice’s “Mustang Sally.” Lou Mannick,
President of Able Design & Fabrication, was
invited on stage as a guest performer, and his
gravelly vocals and harmonica riffs added a new
dimension to the tune.  

NEC followed “Mustang Sally” with a
foot-stompin’ cover of that conscience-
stirring southern favorite, “Sweet Home
Alabama.” Lloyd Hastings’ melody-tracking
guitar riffs took us all back to where those
Alabama skies are so blue. But that was the
only tribute to Lynrd Skynyrd the group
would do at the Backyard Bash. Lead vocalist
Mark Julian disappointed a few lone wailers

by saying a big “N-O” to a request for
Skynyrd’s “Free Bird.” 

The group wrapped up their set with that
one-hit-wonder from Georgia Satellite,
“Keep Your Hands to Your Self.” The song
gave everybody in the band one more chance
to flout their skills and wrap up with a bang.
NEC’s talented band members included: 

• Lloyd Hastings on rhythm guitar and
lead guitar

• Gail Cameron on back-up vocals 
• Ylona Cavalier, dancer
• Cathy Hussar on back-up vocals
• Mark Julian on lead vocals
• Kathleen Marini on bass guitar 
• Rich McPherson on rhythm guitar and

lead guitar
• Traci Schaefer, dancer
• Jeff Smith on lead vocals
• Marty Stidger on drums 
• Teri Vail on back-up vocals
• Lou Mannick on harmonica and lead

vocals (of Able Design and Fabrication).

Christie Blues Band
The Christie Blues Band, formerly known

as The Electrohome Blues Band, shifted out
of NEC’s musical gear when they took the
stage. The group opened up with a rhythm &
blues classic popularized by R&B legend
Muddy Waters—“Hoochie Coochie Man.”
You’d never have known by the deep, easy
rhythm of his voice that lead singer Frank
Weathers had almost no time to warm up
before the group jumped into the spotlight.

Paul Comella got to strut his guitar-playing
stuff during the band’s third tune, a cover of
John Lee Hooker’s “Redhouse.” Paul
energized the crowd while his nimble fingers
reinvigorated Hooker’s classic. Bill Speer did
some finger flying as well, during an inspired

of theof theof the

The Music Heats Up at the Backyard Bash

Somebody needs to tip off the record label scouts. For the sixth year in a

row, they missed some major opportunities to tap into signable talent.

While they were nosing around tired clubs up in LA, a few miles south in

Anaheim, tomorrow’s stars were on center stage. The venue? The sixth

annual Battle of the Bands that raged during Extron’s Tenth Annual 

INFOCOMM party.
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BARCO Band
The BARCO Band went international this

year. Three new members from BARCO’s
Belgian office—Johan, Patricia, and Wim—
injected their take on American classics. Bruce
Allers, playing lead guitar and harmonica,
prefaced the band’s lead song with a
comment about how the group had logged
almost zero hours in the practice room
together. But once they got rolling, you never
would have believed him.

BARCO opened up with a cover of that
enduring hit from the King himself, “Blue
Suede Shoes.” Allers lit up the stage with his
guitar strumming and harmonica humming.
And if you thought Lee Wolloff was reading
the lyrics from that piece of paper he held,

keyboard solo, and Christie drummer Wayne
Bickley kept right up with him. Bickley
rapped out the solo-guiding rhythm that
gave Speer’s inspired playing a pliable
backbone. 

Christie closed with a cover of a song the
Rolling Stones put on the music map—
“Honky Tonk Woman.” R.P. Higgins, the
group’s bassist and a new addition this year,
took center stage on vocals and brought the
set to a high-energy close. Christie’s star-
powered band members included:

• Wayne Bickley on drums
• Paul Comella on lead guitar
• R.P. Higgins on bass
• Bill Speer on keyboards
• Frank Weathers on vocals.

you were wrong. That piece of paper was an
inspirational token given to Wolloff from his
muses. The group transitioned into “Great
Balls of Fire” by Jerry Lee Lewis, followed by
another Elvis favorite, “Hound Dog.” 

While Wolloff calls the band’s musical style
“oldies,” we’re going to have to take polite
exception to that. The band’s closing number
was “Play That Funky Music (White Boy)” by
Wild Cherry, a song that topped the charts in
1976. We still remember that vividly, and
we’re not old! David Traeger cranked out the
bass and lyrics for that classic tune, closing
the BARCO set with a funked-out wallop.
Members of the BARCO Band were:

• Bruce Allers on lead guitar and
harmonica

• Johan Debaere on vocals
• Jerry Dixon on rhythm guitar
• Steve Melberg on drums
• David Traeger on bass guitar
• Wim Vandemaele on keyboard
• Patricia Vanwymelbeke on vocals
• Lee Wolloff on lead vocals.

All-Star Band
The All-Star Band closed out the friendly

“Battle of the Bands” with a three-song set
of crowd-pleasing tunes. The All-Stars are
unique because the band members all work

NEC’s Maximum Bandwidth and the Ceiling Mounts: (From left to right) Mark Julian on
lead vocals, Rich McPherson on rhythm guitar and lead guitar, Kathleen Marini on bass guitar,

and Ylona Cavalier, dancer.

All-Star Band: (From left to right)
Bruce Allers from BARCO on lead

guitar and vocals, and R.P. Higgins
from Christie on rhythm guitar 

and vocals.
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for different manufacturers during the
daylight hours. But once a year, after the sun
sets and the lights go down at Extron’s
INFOCOMM party, they toss their
competitive instincts aside, pick up their
instruments, and put out some great music.

The band’s first song was that feet teaser
by Chuck Berry, “Johnny B. Goode.” Then,
Bruce Allers slipped into the R&B groove a la
the style of the Christie Blues Band. His
vocals carved out a heavy blues melody while
the song lyrics paid a tongue-in-cheek tribute
to the INFOCOMM Shoot-Out and the A/V
industry.

The All-Stars ended with a tune whose
title captured the thoughts of the crowd—
Steve Miller’s classic, “[Keep on] Rock ‘n’
Me.” But, to the audience’s dismay, the
fading of the song’s last chord meant that we
have to wait until next year to rock to the
Battle of the Bands groove. This year’s All-
Star members included:

• Bruce Allers (BARCO) on lead guitar and
vocals

• R.P. Higgins (Christie) on rhythm guitar
and vocals

• Tom Madsen (ComView) on drums
• Pete Putnam (ROAM Consulting and

PHP Communications) on keyboard
• Don Stewart (Stewart Filmscreen) on

bass and vocals.

And for all the rest of you musically 
inclined manufacturing folk looking for 
a hot venue to play, give Extron’s Battle of the
Bands stage managers…er, organizers a call:

• Ginger Dodier: 
Extron’s Market Development Specialist
Ph: 714.491.1500, ext. 6270

• Humphrey den Dekker: 
Extron’s Regional Sales Manager,
Southeast/South America 
Ph: 714.491.1500, ext. 6228

Extron will provide the equipment. All you
have to do is provide the band. See you next
year!

B a t t l e  o f  t h e  B a n d s  2 0 0 0  ( c o n t . )

Christie Blues Band: (From left to right) Paul Comella on lead guitar, and 
Frank Weathers on vocals.

BARCO Band: (From left to right) Johan Debaere on vocals, Bruce Allers
on lead guitar and harmonica, Patricia Vanwymelbeke on vocals, 

and Jerry Dixon on rhythm guitar.



To provide better service to our
international customers, we implemented
training and repair programs. We also
installed toll free access numbers for the
European market and put more product on
the ground in all our global locations.
Additionally, we experienced two big moves
in recent months, both in response to
expanding our services to dealers.

First, we moved our Pacific Rim
headquarters, but we haven’t moved them
very far. Extron Asia is still based in
Singapore. In fact, our new facility is only six
miles away from our previous location. Those
six miles, however, make a world of
difference to the service we are able to
provide.

The building is 15,000 square feet, which
is a major increase over the 1,600 square
foot facility we occupied previously. The
additional space will enable Extron Asia to
expand support services and ship product
from Singapore directly to our customers in
the Pacific Rim. This will significantly
decrease shipping lead times and costs to
dealers.

Our full service repair center is already
making a big impact on dealer support,
allowing fast turn around times and increased
communication to customers about repair
status. Also, we are building a training center
that will house Extron Schools,
videoconference training, and a higher level
of local dealer training for the Asia market.

The contact information for Extron’s Asia
office is: 

EXTRON ELECTRONICS, ASIA
135 Joo Sing Road, #04-01, 
PM Industrial Building
Singapore 368363
+65.383.4400  FAX: +65.383.4664

Extron has also moved our Japan office to
a new site. Our first Japan office opened six
months ago, in February. The new office is
located in Tokyo’s Kudan area, which is in the
heart of the city. The facility location offers
our Japan dealers centralized access to
customer support in Japanese and localized
training. 

Enhancing support for our international markets has been a focal point 

for Extron over the past year.

Moving Forward, Moving In

T H E  E X T R O N  H O T L I N E

by Jeff Gibson, Vice President of Sales

Extron's Asia office lobby
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The Tokyo office also has demo equipment
on hand so Japan customers can have more
exposure to Extron products. Backup
products are stocked there as well, which will
minimize downtime in the event key
products need repair. In an effort to enhance
communication with the market, brochures
and other literature are being translated into
Japanese to furnish localized information to
customers. 

The contact information for Extron’s Japan
office is:

EXTRON ELECTRONICS, JAPAN
Daisan DMJ Bldg. 6F
3-9-1 Kudan Minami, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 102-0074 Japan
+81.3.5413.7338  FAX: +81.3.3511.7656

And while we’re on the subject of new
postal addresses and phone numbers, please
take note of the toll free customer support
number for Extron Europe. That new number
is: +800.3987.6673  (+800.EXTRONS3).

Part of implementing toll free customer
support involved investing in a new call
center in our European office. Extron is
committed to supporting the European
market and has put together a team of
individuals who can support the diversity of
languages spoken across the European
continent. Our support staff is capable of
responding to customer inquiries in Dutch,
English, French, German, Italian, and
Spanish. Soon our support staff will include
individuals who speak the Scandinavian
languages as well. 

Extron will continue developing in the
areas of training and customer support in all
of our offices. If you have any suggestions on
how we can continue raising the bar, we
would love to hear them.
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Did You Read the Last ExtroNews?
If you have a copy of the last ExtroNews

handy, you might find the table on digital
formats helpful for reference. As you scan
that table, you’ll see that most of the
professional broadcast formats (SDI, SDTI,
SDTV, and HDTV) are serial and use single
coaxial cable with BNC connectors. So that
you can’t say I ignored the D1 parallel
connection, I’m going to effectively skip
discussion on it as it is really a short hop
connection meant for close-in connected
systems. Anytime you are involved with that
parallel format, you’ll need to look for a
specific cable. In this installment, we’ll look
into details of cables and connectors for the
serial digital format. Other formats from the
table are the topics for the next article.

Cables and SDI
Cable loss specifications for standard SDI,

SDTI, and uncompressed SDTV are addressed
in SMPTE 259M and ITU-R BT.601. In these
standards, the maximum recommended cable
length equals 30 dB loss at one-half the clock
frequency. Note that this high loss value does
not correlate with losses normally accepted for
analog video and graphics signals. This serial
digital loss level is acceptable due to the serial
digital receiver. Serial digital receivers have
special signal recovery processing. 

For HD SDI running at 1.5 Gbps, SMPTE
292M governs cable loss calculations. In that
standard, maximum cable length equals 
20dB loss at one-half the clock frequency.

Demystifying 
Cables and Connectors 
for Digital Formats
Part 1—BNCs, Coax, and SDI

T E C H N I C A L L Y  S P E A K I N G . . .

by Steve Somers, Vice President of Engineering

Understanding digital formats and the equipment that delivers them

is important to all A/V professionals. My last article explored that

topic, but I was reminded that the cables and connectors in any system

could make or break its final performance. I’ve talked about the impor-

tance of cable selection before, so let’s take a look at how cabling affects

those various digital formats.

Table 1.
Recommended Serial Digital (SDI) Transmission Distances through Coaxial Cable

Figure 1. Standard reference level SDI signal conforming to SMPTE 259M
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Due to the data coding scheme, the bit rate
is effectively the same as the clock frequency
in MHz. Similarly, high definition serial digital
receivers have special signal recovery
capability as well. See Table 1 for some
examples of cable length calculations. 

Recommendations among cable
manufacturers will certainly vary, but it is
good practice to limit your run lengths to no
more than 90% of the calculated value. This
provides leeway for cable variations,
connector loss, patching equipment, etc.
Table 1 includes this allowance. In all cases,
your system must operate solidly before the
“cliff region” where sudden signal dropout
occurs. Recall that digital systems do not
perform linearly to cable losses. Final
performance rests with the cable and the
type of receiver used. The bottom line in
these systems is maintaining low BER (bit
error rate). SDI signals are nominally 800
millivolts…not much different in level than
analog video signals. Refer to Figure 1 for a
standard-level SDI signal that conforms to
SMPTE specifications. 

What is different about SDI cable loss
considerations? With SDI signals, the receiver
is more complex in its ability to equalize and
recover the signal. Signal recovery is a
nonlinear situation. SMPTE 292M describes
the minimum capabilities of what it calls a
type A receiver (the better) and a type B
receiver. Like RF receivers, SDI receivers are
adaptive in their ability to amplify, equalize,
and filter out the information. Selecting the
best receiver will make a tremendous
difference in the final performance of a serial
digital system. Figure 2 shows the loss effect
on an SDI signal after 100 feet of Extron 
Mini HR cable. Although risetime is
significantly affected, all quality receivers can
recover this signal. In fact, for this particular
cable a class “A” receiver can recover a solid
image after 425 feet (see Table 1). Figure 3
illustrates signal quality after 100 feet of
Extron super high resolution (SHR) cable. Note
that the improved signal waveform ensures
that the signal can be conveyed much longer
distances. For SHR cable, standard SDI can be
transmitted over 1000 feet.

Cable Versus Receiver
So, how much of your system

performance depends on the cable and how
much depends on the receiver? It’s a good
idea to know this boundary as receiver and
cable specs vary. The primary loss parameters
that affect serial digital losses are
risetime/falltime degradation and signal jitter.
This is why serial digital signals normally
undergo reshaping and reclocking as they

pass through major network hubs like matrix
routers. Interestingly, viewing the SDI signal
waveform on a scope will not really tell you
much once signal level drops to a certain
point. Only specific instrumentation made for
testing SDI signals will yield the ability to
receive a proper image transmission. Figure 4
shows a typical scope presentation after 700
feet of Extron SHR cable. 

continued on next page

T E C H N I C A L L Y  S P E A K I N G . . .

Figure 2. SDI signal after 100 feet of Extron Mini-HR coax cable

Figure 3. SDI signal after 100 feet of Extron SHR coax cable

Figure 4. SDI signal after 700 feet of Extron SHR coax cable
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Although the SDI waveform is not
discernable, a good receiver will capture it.
By using color enhancement modes on a
time domain reflectometer (see Figure 5),
you can see a pattern in the data that is
somewhat recognizable. 

Table 2 provides the performance
specifications mandated in SMPTE 259M and
SMPTE 292M. This is the benchmark in terms
of rise/fall time performance and jitter as it
guides the design of equipment sourcing the
serial digital signal. Basically, if your system
design provided this level of performance
after your longest cable run, then you would
have a benchmark design with little, if no,
concern about the receiver’s ability to decode
the signal. Any SDI receiver of reasonable
design could display the image. 

But, we don’t live in an ideal world. The
economy of distributing SDI and HD SDI lies
in the ability of the serial digital receiver to
recover a low-level signal much like TV
receivers recover a complex television image
from a weak RF signal. The extended
capability of the serial digital receiver makes
the run lengths in Table 1 possible with few
exceptions. Just what is the receiver’s
contribution? Well, comparing the SMPTE
loss calculation to the –3dB point used in
regular video systems suggests an effect
upwards of 10 times; i.e. –30dB compared to
–3dB.

BNC Connectors – 
Is There a Difference?

OK, I will not attempt to convince you to
use 50-ohm connectors on 75-ohm cable,
even though many of us did this for many
years. No contest. We all know that proper
impedance matching is the right thing to do.
The hard truth is that for many years, the
only cost effective version available was the
50-ohm BNC. Sure, you could get the 75-
ohm type at a premium of 5 to 1. The 50-
ohm version dominated because of the RF
equipment industry. AMP and many other
connector manufacturers were making 50-
ohm versions by the millions. The real
question is: Does it make any difference to
A/V system performance or image quality?

I’m not here to artificially raise the VSWR
of your thoughts… we’ll let the connectors
do that. Why not look at some real
measurements and then decide for yourself?
We connected our test signal generator 
(VTG 200) through a twelve-foot length of
75-ohm cable utilizing, in one test, 75-ohm
BNC connectors and, in the second test, 50-
ohm connectors. The test signal is a step
response. The transient response at the
leading edge tells us if we will see any
anomaly attributable directly to the
mismatch. Any serious perturbations here
could translate into image artifacts that
affect high frequency details in an image.
Compare the two waveforms of Figure 6.
The yellow waveform illustrates the
performance with a 75-ohm BNC connector.
The blue waveform represents the 50-ohm
situation. You’ll see that no difference is
visible. This is our experience overall.

Think in 1-D
The actual dimensions of BNC connectors

are small enough that we will not see
significant effects created by the connector
in a system until we approach 3000 MHz
(where the connector’s physical length
approximates one-quarter wavelength of the
frequency of interest). Therefore, the reason
that BNC impedance mismatch effects are
not prevalent in systems we design is that the
connector dimension is a miniscule part of

T E C H N I C A L L Y  S P E A K I N G . . .

Table 2.
SMPTE Serial Digital Performance Specifications

*SMPTE 292 guides the interface for multiple high definition standards; i.e., SMPTE 260M A/B, 295M C, 274M D-K, 296M 6/L

Figure 5. Color enhancement shows essence of data pattern in the
image of Figure 4
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T E C H N I C A L L Y  S P E A K I N G . . .

the transmission line length at frequencies for which we are
primarily interested. In the microwave industry, the connector
dimension is significant. Now, refer to Figure 7, which shows the
TDR (time domain reflectometry) presentation of a 50-ohm BNC.
Compare this to the TDR image of a 75-ohm BNC in Figure 8.
These images represent time domain measurements of the same
hookup for Figure 5 where a 12-foot length of 75-ohm cable is
used. Perturbations seen for either connection impedance center
primarily on the connector crimp and contact interface.

Does this mean you can actually ignore coaxial cable impedance
in system design? NO. The electrical length of cables is significant
at the frequencies we encounter with graphics systems. This is
why you see poor performance with some cables. They are not the
correct impedance and, therefore, reflect much of the transmitted
energy back to the signal source. 

VGA Debacle?
Does anyone know the impedance of a 15-pin VGA connector?

Ah-Ha! You hadn’t thought about that, had you? I can assure you
it is NOT exactly 75 ohms, nor is it coaxial. Yet, how many people
are concerned about that? My guess is only those that might have
an interest in marketing a new connector product. This ubiquitous
connector is convenient, low cost, and most importantly, adopted
by IBM. So, how does its performance compare (you now ask)?
Thanks for asking. 

Well, fortunately, it’s not a lost cause, but its effect swings in the
other direction; i.e., its impedance is as much higher than 75 ohms
as the 50-ohm BNC is lower. This means that it’s about 100 ohms.
Internally, you must take a good 75-ohm cable and split its
conductors so as to connect to the parallel pins in the VGA body.
Then, after the interface, this parallel connection must return to
the cable’s symmetrical world. Take a look at the interface
anomalies of Figure 9. Again, the primary issue centers on the
limited length of the connector interface but does not significantly
hamper performance in systems we most often deal with. The step
response shown in Figure 10 shows no significant effects, hence
the popularity of the VGA connector as a low-cost, general
interface for the PC.

Gosh, we had a lot of fun making these pictures. It answered
some questions for us and, I hope, for you too. Making good
technical decisions in systems design is very important. Hopefully,
these examples paint a realistic picture of SDI cabling as well as
one of the most nagging little questions in the A/V industry… the
BNC question. 

(Note: All measurements were taken using an HP83480A
Communications Analyzer and an HP54753A TDR Module.)

Figure 6. Step response comparison of 50-ohm 
versus 75-ohm BNC connector in a 75-ohm system

A= Ferrule Interface
B= Ground Crimp

A= Ferrule Interface
B= Ground Crimp

A= BNC Adapter Interface
B= Coax to Parallel Connection
C= Parallel to Coax Connection
D= Effect of Injection Moulding

Figure 7. TDR of 50-ohm BNC connector in a 
75-ohm system

Figure 8. TDR of 75-ohm BNC connector in a 
75-ohm system

Figure 9. TDR of standard VGA connector in a 
75-ohm system

Figure 10. Step response of standard VGA 
connector in a 75-ohm system
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U N I Q U E  T E C H N I Q U E S

Leading an underwater photography
team, Wu filmed footage of fascinating
marine life and their myriad seascapes while
working from the US Antarctic Program’s
base at McMurdo Station, Ross Island,
Antarctica.

In Wu’s Words...
Wu commented: “When working in a

place as remote and as harsh as Antarctica,
with technology as untested as the new
HDTV equipment, it was gratifying to bring
along Extron’s marvelous CVC 200, a HD or
component to RGB converter. This device will

output the signal from the Sony HDW-700A
HDCAM to any device that accepts RGBHV
signals. This includes almost any newer
model multi-sync computer monitor. With
Extron’s 5 BNC to VGA cable and ‘VGA
gender changer,’ the CVC 200 output great
pictures (anamorphic) to a computer
monitor, thus eliminating the need for a
backup HD monitor. With the addition of the
Extron VSC 200 scan converter, we were able
to output the HD images to standard NTSC
monitors.”

“We used the CVC 200 during my recent
shoot in Antarctica, outputting our HD
images to computer monitors and large-
screen projectors for ourselves and to show
the audience at the US base at McMurdo
Station. I worked out of McMurdo Station
from October 1999 through early February
2000 under the National Science
Foundation’s Antarctic Artists and Writers
Program (part of its science-based U.S.
Antarctic Program) to document the
underwater world of Antarctica. The
resulting program will air in fall 2001 on
Thirteen/WNET New York’s Nature series,
which airs on PBS.” 

Using Extron’s CVC 200 HDTV and
Component Video to RGB Converter

Wu and his team used an astonishing
array of gear to support their diving, filming,
and photography efforts. In addition to
equipment for protection against the sub-
freshwater-freezing temperatures, Wu used

Extron Equipment 
in Antarctica

When Norbert Wu set out to produce an HDTV program about
Antarctica’s underwater world, he knew Extron equipment would

step up to the challenge. Wu is the producer and director of photography
for “Under Antarctic Ice,” an HDTV production for Thirteen/WNET New
York’s Nature series, which airs on PBS. 

Computer Monitor
or
Large Screen Projector

HD Video Camera

OUTPUT

INPUT

FORMAT

CVC 200

©2000 Norbert Wu/www.norbertwu.com

The Extron CVC 200

Emperor penguins swimming in Antarctica.
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Sony HDW700A high-definition camcorders
to film 1080i HD images. To view them on an
RGBHV monitor or large screen projector, he
used the CVC 200 universal, high-resolution
HDTV and component video to RGBS or
RGBHV converter. The CVC 200 converted
the 1080i component video into RGBHV
compatible with multi-sync computer
monitors. Wu then used his computer
monitors to check the color and focus of
footage shot with the Sony HDCAMs (see
diagram on previous page).

The CVC 200 accepts HDTV rates 480p,
720p, 1080i, and SMPTE 240M as well as
Betacam, SMPTE component video, W-VHS,
and DVD component video for conversion to
RGBS or RGBHV. In addition to enabling the
display of HDTV and component video
images on RGB monitors and projectors, the
CVC 200 may also be used for converting
video from DVD sources to analog RGB
signals to display DVD images on RGB
projection screens. 

Using Extron’s VSC 200 Computer-to-
Video Scan Converter

To view HD images on an NTSC monitor or
to make VHS dubs, Wu used the CVC 200
and the VSC 200 high-resolution computer-
to-video scan converter. The CVC 200’s
RGBHV output was sent to the VSC 200.
Then, the VSC 200 scan converted the high-
resolution HD video signals down to NTSC
video. Wu had a choice of running
composite video to an NTSC monitor for
viewing or running S-video to a Hi-8
camcorder for dubbing to VHS tape (see
diagram above).

The VSC 200 uses Extron’s exclusive
advanced digital processing to convert
computer-video images as high as 
1280 x 1024 down to NTSC or PAL video.
Four user-selectable levels of horizontal

filtering minimize picture detail loss, while
five user-selectable levels of vertical filtering
reduce flicker. Three user-selectable levels of
encoder filtering adjust encoder sharpness
performance. For additional picture
adjustments, freeze mode, zoom, horizontal
& vertical sizing, and horizontal & vertical
centering/pan controls are provided. The 
VSC 200 includes 130 factory/user presets
for saving image settings.

For more information about Wu’s
expeditions to Antarctica, please visit
http://scilib.ucsd.edu/sio/nsf. For more
information about the Extron CVC 200, see
http://www.extron.com/cvc200, for more
information on the VSC 200 see
http://www.extron.com/vsc200.

U N I Q U E  T E C H N I Q U E S

The Extron VSC 200
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Extron introduces a convenient series of
15-pin HD install kits designed for
installations in plenum and non-plenum
environments. Many of today’s display
devices utilize 15-pin HD input connectors.
Using an Extron install kit saves on time and
cost expenditures. Time saver: it’s easier to
maneuver the cable’s cut end through
conduit or around obstacles, and installers
only need to terminate one end. Cost saver:
there’s no need to purchase VGA extensions
cables and then cut off one side. Plus, these
install kits are perfect for fast cable runs in
pre-designed environments.

Each Mini High Resolution cable has a 
15-pin HD connector attached on one end;
the other end has no connector attached,
making cable runs easier to pull and
maneuver around obstacles. Depending on
the model of the kit, the installer has a
choice of BNC connectors or 15-pin HD
connectors for attachment to the other end.
These kits utilize five conductor miniature
high resolution coax cable. This cable is
lighter, smaller in diameter, and more
convenient to install than standard coaxial
cable while still offering excellent video
performance for carrying high-resolution
signals. Plenum kits include NEC CL2P rated

15-pin HD 
Install Kits

cable for plenum environments. Available
cable lengths range from 25 feet (7.6 meters)
up to 100 feet (30 meters).

15-pin HD Male to BNC-5 Install Kit
The 15-pin HD Male to BNC-5 Install Kit

includes a 15-pin HD male connector
attached at one end of a Mini HR cable. Five
male BNC connectors with strain reliefs are
provided for attachment. A plenum version is
also available.

15-pin HD Male to 15-pin HD Install Kit
The 15-pin HD Male to 15-pin HD Cable

includes a 15-pin HD male connector
attached at one end of a Mini HR cable. A
15-pin HD male connector and a 15-pin HD
female connector with included backshell are
provided for attachment. A plenum version is
also available.

N E W  P R O D U C T S  F R O M  E X T R O N

15-pin HD Male to BNC-5 Install Kit

Plenum 15-pin HD Install Cable

and 15-pin HD Staging Cable

Please call Extron for part numbers 
and prices.

URL:
www.extron.com/cables

Extron’s Plenum 15-pin HD Install Cable and
15-pin HD Staging Cable are cost-effective
cables for applications that require maximum
flexibility without the need for ID bits to be
passed to the projector or monitor. For
increased flexibility, each cable utilizes five mini
high resolution conductors only for passing the
RGBHV signals of a VGA/SVGA/XGA/SXGA
computer to the display. 

The Plenum 15-pin HD Install Cable is NEC
CL2P rated and designed for installations
that run cabling through plenum
environments. The durable 15-pin HD
Staging Cable is designed for staging events;
its molded connectors help to extend the
cable’s life in multi-use staging environments.

Plenum 15-pin HD
Install Cables and 

15-pin HD 
Staging Cables

Male-to-female and male-to-male versions
are available in various lengths of 3 feet 
(0.91 meters) up to 250 feet (76 meters).

15-pin HD Install Kits

Please call Extron for part numbers 
and prices.

URL:
www.extron.com/cables

Plenum 15-pin HD Male to 
HD Install Kit

Plenum 15-pin HD Install Cable
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For S-video applications, Extron’s Plenum
Two Conductor S-video Cable passes
Luminance (Y) and Chrominance (C)
information on mini high resolution, coaxial
cables. This cable maintains signal integrity,
even during long cable runs between sources
and destinations. The Plenum S-video Cable
is comprised of two, 26 AWG, 75 ohm
conductors, each individually shielded and
encased in a sheath to reduce interference.

This cable is constructed with special fire
protectant agents for use in applications
where the National Electric Code (CL2P)
rating is required. Plenum cable can be run
through open air spaces, eliminating the
need for conduit and thereby reducing
installation costs.

The SuperFlex jacket material provides
increased flexibility for maneuvering through
tight spots as well as ease of use while rolling
or unrolling. Available in bulk lengths of 250,
500, and 1,000 feet (75, 153, and 305
meters), the Plenum S-video Cable also offers

Plenum 
Two Conductor 

S-video Cable

N E W  P R O D U C T S  F R O M  E X T R O N

sequential numbering printed at one-foot
intervals on the cable jacket, allowing for quick
measurement of cable length. This cable has an
attenuation measurement of –3.1dB/100ft 
@ 30 MHz.

Plenum Two Conductor 
S-video Cable

250-foot spool 
Part Number: 22-129-02
List Price: $265.00* (US Dollars)

500-foot spool
Part Number: 22-129-03
List Price: $530.00* (US Dollars)

1,000-foot spool
Part Number: 22-129-04
List Price: $1,060.00* (US Dollars)

URL:
www.extron.com/cables

* Prices valid for U.S. sales only.

Extron’s Plenum Fourteen Conductor
Cable offers an excellent solution for any A/V
application requiring plenum rating,
flexibility for ease of use, and computer-
video extension cabling that carries both
computer-video signals and ID bits. This cable
can be used to connect computers directly to
displays, switchers, or distribution amplifiers.
The Plenum Fourteen Conductor Cable is
perfect for extending VGA, Mac, or Sun/SGI
computer signals. This cable is comprised of
three, 26 AWG, 75 ohm, color-coded coax
conductors for RGB signal distribution, two sets
of shielded twisted pair wires for horizontal and
vertical sync, and seven, 26 AWG single strands
for ID bits and additional signals.

This cable is constructed with special fire
protectant agents for use in applications
where the National Electric Code (CL2P)
rating is required. Plenum cable can be run
through open air spaces, eliminating the
need for conduit, so using plenum cable can
reduce installation costs.

The jacket material provides excellent
flexibility for maneuvering through tight
spots as well as ease of use while rolling or

Plenum 
Fourteen 

Conductor Cable

unrolling. An internal ripcord lowers the
likelihood of cable damage during installation and
makes stripping the cable for termination both
quicker and more convenient. Available in bulk
lengths of 500 and 1,000 feet (153 and 305
meters), the Plenum Fourteen Conductor Cable
also offers sequential numbering printed at one-
foot intervals on the cable jacket, allowing for
quick measurement of cable length. The coax
conductors have an attenuation measurement of
–5.8dB/100ft @ 100 MHz.

Plenum Two Conductor 
S-video Cable

500-foot spool
Part Number: 22-131-02
List Price: $2,250.00* (US Dollars)

1,000-foot spool
Part Number: 22-131-03
List Price: $4,500.00* (US Dollars)

URL:
www.extron.com/cables

* Prices valid for U.S. sales only.
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Extron’s System 5cr Plus is a five input, one
output A/V switcher that combines the most
popular features of the System 5cr with
these newly added features: easier to use IR
learning; the option to separately set line-out
audio output at a fixed level; and one input
conveniently configurable for composite
video, S-video, or RGBHV. This system
switcher provides an all-in-one, inexpensive
solution for display and room control of
smaller-scale A/V installations, such as
conference rooms or boardrooms. The
System 5cr Plus learns and manipulates IR
signals from the display-supplied remote
control. Room control capability is provided,
so room lighting, screen settings, and other
device functions may be controlled through
the System 5cr Plus’s room function via an
internal relay.

The System 5cr Plus provides a total of five
inputs—two for RGBHV, two for composite
or S-video, and one that is configurable for
composite video, S-video, or RGBHV. One of
the RGBHV inputs, a 15-pin HD connector, is

System 5cr Plus
Five Input, One Output 

Composite, S-video, and 
Computer-Video Switcher

located on the front panel for convenient
connection to a laptop or computer.

There are two ways to output audio, line-
out or amplified out. Line-out audio may be
output on 3.5 mm captive screw connectors.
The internal, 24 watt (12 watts per channel
@ 4 ohm load) audio amplifier produces
amplified audio output on spring-loaded
connectors for use of non-powered speakers.
Line-out audio output may be separately set
at a fixed level or simultaneously adjusted
with the power amp output. System switcher
control is provided via front panel operation,
RS-232, included IR 40 remote control, or
optional SCP 100P hardwired control pad.

Extron’s MVP 104GX multi video processor
displays video from up to four sources on a
single screen for more powerful
communications. It incorporates the most
popular features of the MVP 104 with a new
advantage—genlock capability. This allows
the MVP 104GX to genlock to an external
black burst signal for use in a timed or live
system that requires synchronous timing.
Videoconferencing and distance learning
applications benefit from the MVP 104GX’s
independent input sizing and advanced
decoding using a three-line adaptive comb
filter. With the Extron MVP 104GX,
participants at the far end of a
videoconference are able to view multiple
images on one screen, so one or more
participants at the near end remain on-screen
for face-to-face discussion while computer-
video or other images are displayed.

The MVP 104GX accepts NTSC or PAL
source signals from document cameras,
CODEC cameras, scan-converted PCs, VCRs,
or DVD players. One S-video and two
composite video outputs allow multiple

MVP 104GX
Multi Video Processor with

Genlocking

displays without the need for a distribution
amplifier. The user can select audio from any
one of the input sources.

Each video window can be independently
sized, positioned, overlapped, titled, and
blanked for a variety of window
configurations, such as picture in picture (PIP)
or quad splitting. Any window can be
assigned priority so that it is always on top
and can be labeled using up to 16 text
characters. The MVP 104GX features 20
factory and 24 user presets for convenient,
one-touch selection of different window
configurations during presentations.

N E W  P R O D U C T S  F R O M  E X T R O N

System 5cr Plus

Part Number:
60-269-02

URL:
www.extron.com/system5crplus

* Prices valid for U.S. sales only.

List Price:
$2,195.00* (US Dollars)

MVP 104GX

Part Number:
60320-02

URL:
www.extron.com/mvp104gx

* Prices valid for U.S. sales only.

List Price:
$5,450.00* (US Dollars)
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N E W  P R O D U C T S  F R O M  E X T R O N

Extron’s RGB 202 Rxi is a rack mountable,
universal interface that combines two-input
switching with computer-video and audio
interfacing capabilities, as well as RS-232
remote control. The RGB 202 Rxi provides
exceptional computer-video interfacing
features and performance to eliminate
connection problems and line-driving
limitations. It is compatible with VGA, SVGA,
XGA, SXGA, UXGA, Mac, Sun, SGI, and
other computer-video signals. The RGB 202
Rxi is designed for applications with multiple
needs: two-input switching, compatibility
with analog, ECL, or TTL signals; active audio
interfacing; enhanced Advanced Digital Sync
Processing (ADSP™); separate horizontal and
vertical centering; variable level and peaking;
RS-232 control; improved heat management;
and various mounting configurations.
Optional under-desk or through-desk
mounting kits are available.

The RGB 202 Rxi VTG combines the 
RGB 202 Rxi with a built-in, mini video test
generator (VTG). The RGB 202 Rxi VTG is
perfect as a rack-mount signal generator for
rental, staging, and permanent installations
that require setup before the computers arrive.
It features VGA, SVGA, XGA, and SXGA signal

RGB 202 Rxi and
RGB 202 Rxi VTG

Two Input, Universal Interfaces
with Audio and Enhanced

ADSP™

Extron’s YCS Transcoder is an easy-to-use
yet versatile device that simplifies composite
and S-video integration applications, such as
videoconferencing and home theater
systems. The YCS Transcoder is both a
composite video to S-video decoder and an
S-video to composite video encoder. Each of
the inputs has a buffered loop-through,
allowing each input signal to also be routed
to another destination. The transcoder
converts either NTSC 3.58 or PAL video. A
DIP switch defines the standard of the
composite video input. A high quality three-
line adaptive comb filter performs the Y/C
separation for a crisp, stable output with a
minimum of video artifacts and virtually no
chroma noise.

The decoder function separates composite
video into Y (luminance) and C
(chrominance) for an S-video output. The
encoder function encodes S-video to a

YCS Transcoder
Composite/S-video Converter

composite video output. The YCS Transcoder
is available in two versions. The
USA/domestic version includes a 120VAC, 
60 Hz, external power supply, and the world
version includes a 100-240VAC, 50/60 Hz,
external power supply.

YCS Transcoder

USA/domestic version
Part Number: 60-323-01
List Price: $595.00* (US Dollars)

World version
Part Number: 60-323-02
List Price: $635.00* (US Dollars)

URL:
www.extron.com/ycstranscoder

* Prices valid for U.S. sales only.

rates and four test patterns: cross-hatch,
greyscale, H-pattern, and color bars.

The 202 Rxi VTG Kit is a universal system
interface kit. It is ideal for all rental and
staging applications that need an interface
for computer-video and audio signal
processing as well as projector or monitor
setup. The 202 Rxi VTG Kit features the 
RGB 202 Rxi VTG, the most popular MBC
monitor breakout cables, 25 foot BNC
extension cable, and a carrying case.

RGB 202 Rxi & RGB 202 Rxi VTG

RGB 202 Rxi
Part Number: 60-327-01
List Price: $1,250.00* (US Dollars)

RGB 202 Rxi VTG
Part Number: 60-328-01
List Price: $1,550.00* (US Dollars)

202 Rxi VTG Kit
Part Number: 42-030-01
List Price: $2,550.00* (US Dollars)

URL:
www.extron.com/rgb202rxi

* Prices valid for U.S. sales only.

RGB 202 Rxi

RGB 202 Rxi VTG

Check out the RGB 202 Rxi
Webcast demo at
http://www.extron.com/rgb202rxi
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Ever have your cables nicely taped down,
running through a doorway, and then a
forklift drives over them and severs them?
Ever have your cables hanging from the
trusses at a show, and the lighting
technicians decide to climb the cable pick
instead of using a ladder? How about people
walking about in the room paying no
attention to the cables on the floor and
stepping on them repeatedly? Or maybe a
heavy piece of equipment that had
inadvertently fallen off the table and is
dangling by the BNC connectors? Ever have
a banquet mega-cart loaded with desserts
run over your cables?

The scenarios described above are
occurrences that can be witnessed by
anybody observing an event setup. While no
cable can withstand this kind of abuse on a
daily basis, using a cable that was designed
with these types of environments in mind
can prolong its life and extend the cycle of
equipment replacement. Extron’s BNC-5 RC
Cable and 15-pin HD Staging Cables are
examples of cables built specifically for use in
these applications. 

R E N T A L  &  S T A G I N G  C O R N E R

These cables combine high performance
and durability in a flexible jacket that is ideal
for rental and staging environments. The fast
paced setup and teardown of an event
requires that the materials used are easy to
work with. This is especially true with the
cabling. The speed at which the equipment is
connected or dismantled has a large impact
on the crew’s ability to move on to another
money making venture. Imagine if the cables
used constantly wound around themselves
and became tangled. The time lost
remedying the situation would cause great
frustration. Extron’s exclusive SuperFlex
jacket material offers an extraordinarily
smooth surface that provides optimal
flexibility and is easy to pull and maneuver.

BNC-5 RC Cable
With larger size conductors, Extron’s 

BNC-5 RC Cable allows for increased pull
strength. This reduces the likelihood of
connectors being pulled off when the cable
is tugged or supporting the weight of a
dropped piece of equipment.

The BNC-5 RC Cable is comprised of five,
26 AWG, 75 ohm, color-coded coax
conductors for RGBHV signal distribution.
The RC Cable may be terminated using many
popular connectors and crimp tools,
minimizing retooling costs. An internal
ripcord aids in cable termination, and
sequential numbering on the cable jacket
makes for quick cable measurement. The
BNC-5 RC Cable is available in bulk rolls of
500 feet (153 meters) and cut lengths from 3
feet (0.91 meters) up to 300 feet (91 meters).
The cable’s attenuation of –4.7dB/100 feet @ 
100 MHz maintains signal integrity.

15-pin HD Staging Cables
Many of today’s display devices utilize 

15-pin HD input connectors. The light weight
and ease of setup makes them handy for
rental and staging environments. The 15-pin
HD cables that are used to connect these
devices should have integrated features that
allow them to withstand the rigors of daily
abuse in these situations. Extron’s 15-pin HD
Staging Cables are perfect for these
applications. The SuperFlex jacket material
offers maximum flexibility while the five
conductor Mini HR coaxial conductors
provide high performance and increased
durability for RGBHV signal distribution. The
molded ends and strain reliefs ensure that
the cable’s internal connections will not be
damaged. These cables are available in male-
to-female and male-to-male versions ranging
from 3 feet (0.91 meters) up to 300 feet 
(91 meters) in length. 

Cables Designed for Your Applications

Ripcord
Copper Strand

Shield
Sheath

Polyethylene
Foam

Filler

Five 0.122" Coax Conductors,
Center Conductor 26 AWG

(stranded)
SuperFlex Jacket

BNC-5 RC Cable

15-pin HD
Staging Cable

www..extron.com/15pinhdstage

www..extron.com/bnc5rc

BNC-5 RC Cable
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Announcing More Extron Webcasts

Extron’s family of Webcasts is growing! These interactive,
multimedia experiences demonstrate our new products using high-quality sound,
graphics, and computer animation. 

Currently, the following Webcasts are available: Posted
•  P/2 DA1 June 19, 2000
•  RGB 202 Rxi June 19, 2000
•  Introduction to Extron’s Webcasts June 20, 2000
•  Extron’s Dealer-Only Site July 11, 2000
•  SGS 408 July 11, 2000
•  System 7SC August 21, 2000

To accommodate your Internet connection requirements, we offer every Webcast
in three versions:
Low Speed: for users connecting to the Internet with a 56.6 Kbps modem or slower;
High Speed: for all users with faster access than a 56.6 Kbps modem;
Zip File: for users who want to download the presentation to their hard drive and
view it off-line.

We are always posting new Webcasts to our site. Check us out regularly! Go online at www.extron.com.
Click on the Extron Webcast icon. Select the Webcast you want to view, and enjoy the show!

During INFOCOMM 2000 this past June,
Extron was honored with ICIA’s Certified
Member Award. Extron has the distinction
of being the first ICIA member
manufacturing company to earn this
prestigious title.

Jim Clements, Extron’s Director of
Education and Training, accepted the award
on Extron’s behalf during a ceremony hosted
by ICIA. Jim commented, “Extron is
committed to providing the utmost service,
support, and solutions to the professional
A/V industry. Our knowledgeable staff is one
of the most important resources we use to
maintain quality service for our customers.
Our team members work towards ICIA
certification as part of their A/V training
efforts, and their efforts make for top-notch
customer support.”

Walter Vierschilling,
Chairman of ICIA’s

Membership Committee,
(right) presents the ICIA
Certified Member Award

to Extron’s Director of
Education and Training

Jim Clements (left).

Extron’s First Manufacturer to Earn
Prestigious ICIA Award

Currently, only 17 of ICIA’s
2,000 member companies have
attained the Certified Member
Award. Extron is the first
manufacturer to have attained
this level. To qualify for certified
member status, either 20
employees or 50 percent of a
member company’s sales/
technical staff must achieve one
of the following: ICIA Certified Technology
Specialist (CTS) designation, ICIA Certified
A/V Sales Professional (CAVSP)
designation, or one of ICIA’s more
advanced degrees. 

For more information about the
Certified Member Award Program, contact
Sue Capozzi with ICIA at 800.649.7469 or
by e-mail at scapozzi@iciahq.org.
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For the first time in the history of its onsite
training program, ICIA brought its
professional training expertise to the west
coast. Since the program launched in 1996,
it has been held at ICIA’s facilities in Fairfax,
VA.  In July, ICIA took advantage of Extron’s
sophisticated S3 Technical Institute and
offered the ICIA Installation School to A/V
professionals in the western US.  

The Installation School is part of the ICIA
Academy, a collection of educational, training,
and certification resources that support the
A/V industry worldwide. The Installation
School provides hands-on system installation
training to A/V professionals. The training
covers four main topics: 

• Sound systems
• Video and display systems
• Installation practices
• Systems installation (control, RF,

videoconferencing).

The Onsite School held at Extron’s
Anaheim, CA facility was a big hit with west
coast professionals. Attendee Rob London,
Technical Coordinator for the Monterey Bay
Aquarium, commented, “Extron has a great
facility. The videoconferencing room was
used to bring in A/V experts from across the
country, like Scott Sharer in Georgia. Plus,
the facility is filled with practical training
examples.”

Tim Broderick, Facilitator of the ICIA
Installation School, agreed with Rob. Tim
said, “The school went really well. Extron’s
facilities and the amount of usable space
made for a great training environment. The
ability to break the class into smaller groups
for hands-on training, which is a major part
of the program, was a major plus.”

Rob also praised bringing ICIA’s programs
to the west coast because it broadens access
to quality training opportunities for A/V
professionals. “Bringing the Onsite School to
California makes a lot of sense because there

are a lot of A/V professionals here, and ICIA
is a great authority to lead the pack in
training and certification.”

If you’d like to attend an ICIA program in
California, there are more opportunities in
2000. Three additional ICIA onsite courses
will be held at Extron’s Anaheim, CA training
facility. Those are:

• Systems Design Sept. 24-28
• Facilities Design Oct. 22-26
• Rental School Dec. 10-13.

For more information about the ICIA
Academy or other training opportunities
available through the association, contact
Debbie Sausville at 800.659.7469, ext. 314,
or visit ICIA’s Web site at www.icia.org. 

Roy Hermanson, Extron’s Regional Applications
Specialist for the Northeast Region, and an

adjunct faculty member for the ICIA Academy,
demonstrates the construction of a cable snout.

Extron Hosts ICIA’s First West Coast Onsite Training School

Jim Colquhoun (above)
participates in the ICIA Onsite
School via videoconference. Jim is
Director of Technical Services for
Northern California for Intellisys
Group. He is also an adjunct
faculty member for the ICIA
Academy.

Gordon Moore assists a student
with calculating impedance.
Gordon is Vice President of Sales
for Electrosonics and an ICIA
Academy adjunct faculty member.
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If you’ve ever visited the
Extron S3 Technical Institute and
looked at the “Extron S3 Technical Institute
Contributors” plaques on the wall, you’ll
notice one that reads “Racks by Geovani.”
This particular plaque represents Extron’s
recognition of a very talented A/V
professional, whose hard work and
dedication helped create and organize the
core of Extron’s S3 Technical Institute
training facility.

Geovani Rodriguez, CTS (Certified
Technology Specialist), is a Senior Technician at
Real Time Services, Inc., a full service
audiovisual systems integration company. He’s
been fabricating racks for the past seven
years, and he’s been in the A/V industry for the
past nine years, including time spent at rental
jobs and internships before rack fabrication
entered the picture. Based in Long Island, New
York, Geovani has traveled the USA installing
racks. His racks are located in A/V systems
from Boston to San Francisco, and now at
Extron’s headquarters in Anaheim, California.

Geovani likes fabricating racks and tries
his best—as you can tell from the picture—to
make them picture-perfect. He enjoys having
his work critiqued and takes pride in his
neatly harnessed racks. He credits a “great

bunch of guys” at Real Time
Services for the opportunity to
work with and learn from
them—namely its founding
partners: Vincent Basirico, CTS;
Bob Pepe; John Pepe, CTS,

CTS-D; and John Vezzi, CTS. “Whatever we
do, we try to make it right,” commented
Geovani.

The story of how Geovani became the go-
to guy for the racks at Extron’s world-class
training facility started a few years ago at an
Extron School. One of the Real Time Services
partners, John Pepe, mentioned to Roy
Hermanson, Extron’s Regional Applications
Specialist in the Northeast, that any time
Extron needs to build a rack, Real Time
Services would be glad to help out.

As Extron was building our new training
facility, Roy remembered that long-ago
conversation and called up Real Time Services.
With care and an eye towards aesthetics,
Geovani worked his cable management and
wire dressing wonders while meeting a tight
deadline. As Bob mentioned, “Geovani does a
great job and goes the extra mile. He is one of
the finest people and employees I’ve ever met.”

As for the Extron S3 Technical Institute,
Geovani noted, “The facility is excellent.
There’s a lot of cabling, and equipment
from different manufacturers are integrated
together. Plus it’s been a great pleasure
working with Extron.”

Racks by

Extron wins Dealer’s Choice Award for the
Second Straight Year

Extron is pleased to announce that Extron’s Sales Team has won the 2000 Dealer’s Choice
Award from A Visual Image, Inc. (AVI), located in Dallas, Texas. AVI employees voted to award
Extron’s Sales Team for consistent excellence in inside sales support service. Extron is proud to
be the only company to win this award two years running. AVI began awarding annual
Dealer’s Choice Awards to recognize the support they received from manufacturers. AVI’s
owner, James Westbrook, added, “Extron’s support is heads and shoulders above the rest of
the manufacturers. Any time we call in, we can get somebody on the phone to assist us.”
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On the other hand, CAT 5 would not be a good
choice in a boardroom or conference room
application, where high resolution computer video
is typically displayed. First of all, the cost of the
CAT 5 transmitter and receiver is likely to far
exceed the savings obtained by using CAT 5 cable
over coax for such a short cable run. Second, 
CAT 5 is not the best choice for high resolution
video, especially in this case, where even higher
resolutions (or even HDTV) may be displayed in the
near future. To handle future higher resolutions,
the CAT 5 cable, transmitter, and receiver may all
have to be replaced. Finally, the CAT 5 advantage
of ease of installation will likely not be a factor
here. In this case, coax is a much better choice,
especially since it can easily handle higher
resolutions that may be used in the near future.

A case where CAT 5 would seem to be a good
choice, but would not actually be a good choice,
is shown in Figure 1. Figure 1 shows an example
where the complete installation will require 700
feet of cable, but the individual transmission
distances are rather short (70 feet). Since a CAT 5
transmitter and receiver will be needed for each
computer-display connection, a CAT 5 system
would likely be more expensive than a coax
system, because the distribution amplifier
required in a coax system will be much cheaper
than a CAT 5 transmitter-receiver pair. In this
case, coax would be the better choice.

In the first part of this two part article the pros, cons, and 

misconceptions about CAT 5 were discussed. You may wish to review that

article, which appeared in the May/June 2000 issue of ExtroNews. 

A logical follow-up question to the last
article is “When and where should CAT 5
be used?” To answer that question,  let's
start with a few scenarios—cases where
CAT 5 is the obvious choice, and cases
where CAT 5 is obviously not a good choice. 

A prime example where CAT 5 is a good
choice is one where there are one or more long
distance cable runs, the video resolution required
is low to medium, and it is not expected there will
be a need to run high resolution in the near future.
For instance, a college/corporate campus security
center, where there are several low resolution
security cameras each located a long distance 
(200 feet or more) from each other and the security
center would be a good scenario for a CAT 5
installation. The combination of low resolution video,
the unlikely need for high resolution video in the near
future, the long-distance cable runs, and ease of
installation makes CAT 5 the obvious choice in this case.

Another circumstance where CAT 5 would be a good
choice would be the case where a central computer is
used to update text information on several remote
displays. An example would be a convention center
where administrative information is displayed on
monitors at various points around the center. Since the
computer may be quite a distance from most of the
displays, and low to medium resolution video is all that
is needed, CAT 5 would be a good choice.

The Ins and Outs of CAT 5
When and Where to Use CAT 5 Part 2

by Roger McCarten, Product Development Manager
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• Long-distance cable runs.
CAT 5 can be quite economical for long-distance cable runs. However, it is
important to keep in mind that the longer the distance, the lower the
resolution that CAT 5 can reliably handle. Therefore, a need for high
resolution video may actually make CAT 5 a bad choice for long-distance
transmission.

• Low to medium resolution video required, now and in the future.
CAT 5 can be used to reliably carry low to medium resolution video. However,
as the video resolution increases, the distance that a CAT 5 system can reliably
transmit the signal will decrease. Also, if there is a need to transmit higher
resolutions in the near future, the current CAT 5 system may need to be
replaced.

• Limited installation space for cables and/or cable installation will

be difficult.
Even if a cable tray is “packed full,” a CAT 5 cable can still be easily added.
CAT 5 is light and compact and, therefore, easy to install, even in the most
difficult install situations.

• Limited budget.
CAT 5 may be a good choice for a limited budget installation, assuming there
are long cable runs where using CAT 5 will be more economical than coax
(and there is not a requirement for high resolution video).

• Temporary installations.
If a temporary video installation is required, e.g., at a tradeshow or
convention, CAT 5 should be considered. It will not be necessary to go back
and pull out all the CAT 5 after the show/convention is over.

These illustrations provide a general
summary of the criteria to be considered
in deciding whether or not to use CAT 5.
To be more specific, the following sidebar
lists criteria that would make CAT 5 a
good choice for an installation. Keep in
mind though, usually several of these
requirements need to be met for CAT 5 to
be a good choice. The fact that there are
several long-distance cable runs doesn’t
necessarily make CAT 5 a good choice.
For example, even if the cable runs will be
long distance, if there is also a
requirement for high resolution video,
CAT 5 may not be a good choice.  The
requirement for a good image will likely
outweigh any cost savings.

The main thing to keep in mind when
considering CAT 5 is that you have to look
at all factors—the big picture. It is easy to
quickly select CAT 5 simply because there
is a considerable amount of cable
required, only to find out later other
factors that make CAT 5 a poor choice for
the installation. When considering CAT 5,
make sure all the factors and drawbacks
are thoroughly considered beforehand.
For more information about Extron CAT 5
products, see www.extron.com/product/
listbytype.asp?id=50

Central Computer Room
Remote Displays

T i l C S ti

T E C H  C O R N E R

Reasons to Consider CAT 5

Figure 1. 
Ten computer-display
pairs, each requiring
70' of cable
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Digital Projection, Inc.
www.digitalprojection.com

Digital Projection, Inc., has recently announced
another expansion of its line of large-venue
theatrical, presentation, entertainment and
multimedia projection systems. The expansion
includes the Power 10sx and the HIGHlite
3000gv. The Power 10sx offers 9,500 ANSI
lumens and SXGA (1280 x 1024) native
resolution. The HIGHlite 3000gv offers 3,000
ANSI lumens and XGA (1024 x 768) native
resolution. They both have a horizontal scan
range of 15 to 90 kHz and a vertical scan range
of 24 to 100 Hz. The HIGHlite 3000gv and
Power 10sx are both compatible with NTSC,
PAL, and HDTV (up to 1920 x 1080) with the
Power 10sx also offering compatibility with SDI.
The suggested (USD) list prices are $109,995
for the Power 10sx and $36,995 for the
HIGHlite 3000gv.

Recommended Extron products:  
The SGS 408 is a necessity in any theatrical,
multimedia or entertainment environment.  The
seamless cuts, dissolves, wipes, and titles of the
SGS 408 bring professionalism and style to the
live presentation.  The SGS 408 incorporates
two video scalers plus a digital video mixer and
can manage component as well as any type
of RGB input from video sources up to 
1600 x 1200 resolutions. For remote switching
an RCP 1000 is required.  To control up to 
three screens, additional SGS 408s and an 
ECP 1000 controller can be added.   

ExtroNews publishes information about new products that are relative to the Extron product line in the New News section. Also listed are
the recommended Extron products that will complement these new display devices in their targeted environments. If you would like a new
product to be reviewed for New News, please send a press release, literature, contact name, and a four-color slide or photo to: 
New News c/o Ginger Dodier, Extron Electronics, 1230 South Lewis Street, Anaheim, CA 92805, Phone: (714) 491-1500 ext. 6270 

Power 10sx 

NEC
www.nectech.com

The new MultiSync LT85 and LT150 are two
microporable projectors for NEC. Both
projectors weigh 3.3 pounds, provide 800 ANSI
lumens, have an 800:1 contrast ratio, and
utilize a reflective, Digital Light Processing chip.
The LT85 has a native resolution of 
SVGA (800 x 600) and the LT150 has an XGA
(1024 x 768) native resolution.  These projectors
were developed for the mobile presentation
and offer a built-in Presentation Viewer, which
enables users to download their presentations
directly to the projector.  The inputs are
composite video, S-video and RGB. The suggest
(USD) list prices are $5,485 for the LT85 and
$7,295 for the LT150.

Recommended Extron product:   
For portability, the P/2 DA1, also known as
“The Peaker,” is perfect for ensuring a high
quality presentation in a mobile environment.
The P/2 DA1 peaks or drives the video output of
the laptop or PC.  It also restores the low level
sync found on many laptops and compensates
for long cable runs and poor quality cable.  The 
P/2 DA1 is an insurance policy for the mobile
presenter.

MultiSync LT85 GraphxMaster DLV1280-DX

N E W  N E W S  F R O M  T H E  I N D U S T R Y

Christie Digital Systems 
www.christiedigital.com

Christie Digital Systems has expanded their DLV
line of projectors with the new GraphxMaster
DLV1280-DX. This Digital Light Processing
projector is designed specifically for control
room environments.  The native resolution is
SXGA (1280 x 1024), and it is equipped with
the 500W Ceramax Xenon lamp.  The projector
inputs are RGB, YUV, Y/Pb/Pr, HDTV on BNC
connectors, one composite video (RCA and
BNC), and one S-video (two BNC and 4 pin mini
DIN). The suggested list price is $35,000 (USD);
this projector ships with a short-throw lens.     

Recommended Extron products: 
The CrossPoint and CrossPoint Plus Series
switchers allow multiple inputs to be routed to
multiple outputs, and they are a perfect fit in
control room environments.  These RGBHV
CrossPoint and CrossPoint Plus switchers are
available with or without audio and are offered
in the following sizes:  8 x 4, 8 x 8, 12 x 4, 
12 x 8, 16 x 8 and 16 x 16.  The audio versions
have gain and attenuation adjustable from the
front panel or RS-232.
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Panasonic
www.panasonic.com

Panasonic has introduced the TH-42PWD3U 
42 inch Plasma Display Panel. The TH-
42PWD3U offers expanded computer signal
compatibility to display VGA, SVGA, XGA,
SXGA, and UXGA resolutions as well as offers a
160-degree viewing angle.  It is 3.5 inches deep
and weighs 65 pounds. Equipped with
component video (Y/Pb/Pr) inputs for full HDTV
compatibility, it enables viewing of DTV
broadcasts in 1080i, 720p, 480p or 480i
formats. It accepts most video signals, including
NTSC, PAL, SECAM, and PAL-60. The inputs
are: RGB (15-pin HD), composite/component
video (BNC) and S-video (4-pin mini-DIN). The
suggested list price is $9,995 (USD).  

Recommended Extron product:  
The VS 200 SL can be used to reduce image
burn-in on the plasma display by continual
shifting of the image. This orbiting or shifting of
the display is virtually unnoticed by the viewer.
Image burn-in is caused by a static or still image
of computer data or video. By shifting the
image, phosphors have time to cool thus
reducing the image burn-in. The VS 200 SL
video shifter also has a “shift-lock” feature,
which allows bordering displays to be “locked”
to enable shifting of multiple plasma displays
simultaneously.  

TH-42PWD3U 

Princeton
www.princetongraphics.com

Princeton Graphic Systems has added to the
Arcadia T-series multimedia HDTV-ready
displays with the new AR3.6T model.  The
AR3.6T has a 36-inch viewable screen and
combines XGA computer compatibility, HDTV
compatibility, a built-in NTSC TV tuner, and line
doubler in a single, professional-class monitor.
The AR3.6T also offers a 4:3 aspect ratio and is
compatible with 480p (DTV), 1080i, and 720p
HDTV formats in their native modes. The
monitor inputs are composite video, S-video,
and two RGB. The suggested list price is $3,299
(USD). 

Recommended Extron products: 
For switching and distribution of HDTV signals,
two Extron products will complement these
monitors.  The SW 6 Component switcher
allows multiple HDTV images to be switched to
one monitor, and the ADA 6 Component
distribution amplifier allows one HDTV image to
be displayed on multiple monitors.  

AR3.6T

Sharp
www.sharpelectronics.com

Sharp has recently introduced several new
projectors: the NotevisionC30 (PG-C30XU),
the NotevisionP10 (XG-P10XU), the 
PG-M10XU and the PG-M10SU. The
NotevisionC30 is a compact and portable LCD
projector that offers 1,700 ANSI lumens with a
native XGA (1024 x 768) resolution. The
NotevisionP10 is also an LCD projector, and it is
designed to perform in both stationary
conference room applications and portable
environments.  It has 2,700 ANSI lumens and a
native XGA (1024 x 768) resolution. The PG-
M10XU and PG-M10SU are ultra-portable
(under 3 pounds) DLP projectors that offer 800
ANSI lumens brightness output, with the PG-
M10XU offering a native XGA (1024 x 768)
resolution and the PG-M10SU offering a native
SVGA (800 x 600) resolution. The suggested
(USD) list prices are $7,495 for the
NotevisionC30, $10,995 for the NotevisionP10,
$7,195 for the PG-M10XU, and $4,195 for the
PG-M10SU. 

Recommended Extron product:  
For portability, the P/2 DA1, also known as
“The Peaker,” is perfect for ensuring a high
quality presentation in a portable environment.
The P/2 DA1 peaks or drives the video output of
the laptop or PC.  It also restores the low level
sync found on many laptops and compensates
for long cable runs and poor quality cable.  The 
P/2 DA1 is an insurance policy for the presenter
on the go.

NotevisionP10

N E W  N E W S  F R O M  T H E  I N D U S T R Y
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Extron’s Internal Promotions 

Darryl Serlin
Regional Account Specialist

Darryl Serlin has been promoted to Regional
Account Specialist for the Northeastern US Based
out of Extron’s Anaheim, CA head-quarters,
Darryl’s new responsibilities include one-on-one
visits with dealers in the Northeast region.
Tapping into his two and a half years of
experience with the company, Darryl offers

dealers personalized, hands-on training with Extron’s product lines. Prior to
joining Extron, he directed customer support with an audio dealership in
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA. 

Dennis Olson
Regional Applications Specialist

Dennis Olson has been promoted to
Regional Applications Specialist,
Southwest. Working from Anaheim, he is
responsible for the training and support of
Extron’s dealers in the Southwest region.
He also instructs at Extron School, Extron
School On the Road, regional dealer

shows, and tradeshow and industry seminars. Dennis has been with
Extron for over three years, most recently as Senior Applications
Engineer.

Industry
Information 
at Your Fingertips

We can all use tools that help simplify our
lives. Last month, we tucked such a tool into
the envelopes that delivered ExtroNews to
your desks. In case someone got to it

before you did, the tool was a specially designed, Extron
Electronics mouse pad. 

Inside Extron, we love these things for both their form and their function.
The mouse pad’s surface is firm but slick, enabling snappy and smooth mouse
control. 

But it’s the graphic on the mouse pad we really appreciate. It puts
important information at your fingertips. The graphic displays a full twelve-
month calendar, beginning in July 2000 and ending in June 2001. The dates
for industry tradeshows like Photokina, NAB, INFOCOMM, and others are
clearly indicated and legible at-a-glance. The dates for Extron School and
Extron School on the Road are marked as well, so you can plan for dealer
training opportunities. And, of course, we’ve included major US national
holidays, so you can plan for that hard-earned personal time.

If you would like additional quantities of the mouse pad, please contact
your Extron Customer Support Representative at 800.633.9876.



Extron Electronics, USA
1230 South Lewis Street, Anaheim, CA  92805
800.633.9876  714.491.1500  FAX  714.491.1517
USA

Extron Electronics, Europe
Beeldschermweg 6C, 3821 AH Amersfoort
+31.33.453.4040  FAX  +31.33.453.4050
The Netherlands

Extron Electronics, Asia
135 Joo Seng Rd. #04-01, PM Industrial Bldg.
+65.383.4400  FAX  +65.383.4664
Singapore  368363

Extron Electronics Information
ExtronWEB™:  www.extron.com
ExtronFAX™:  714.491.0192
24-hour access—worldwide!

EXTRON SGS 408
Seamless Wideband Video Switching

Goes Mainstream
Extron’s SGS 408 is an eight input, high-resolution seamless graphic switcher designed specifically for live staging events and presentations.
Event production personnel often require coordinated switching control of live multimedia presentations and video sources. The SGS 408
combines seamless cuts, dissolves, wipes and titles with advanced scaling capabilities to support the delivery of exceptional images, flawless
transitions and centralized control to events and presentations. Using Extron’s new high-performance scaling engine, the SGS 408 scales any
input to one of twenty-five common computer-video, HDTV, or plasma resolutions.

Extron’s SGS 408 provides the following advantages:
• A seamless “cut” eliminates noise caused by switching glitches          
• Twelve “dissolve,” “wipe,” and “title” effects provide for professional-

quality transitions
• Accepts up to eight component video, RGsB, RGBS, or RGBHV

sources on BNCs
• Two different scaled signal outputs—program and preview, each 

available on 5 BNCs and 15-pin HD connectors
• Five test patterns provide for setup and troubleshooting
• Brightness, contrast, horizontal & vertical shift, horizontal & vertical

centering, freeze frame, eight user-selectable levels of horizontal  
filtering, and five user-selectable levels of vertical filtering

• 16 auto-recall memories per input and 128 manual recall memories
provide for saving picture settings 

• Extron’s Simple Instruction Set (SIS™) for simplifying RS-232 control
• DVI (Digital Visual Interface) program output option

Check out the SGS 408 Webcast demo at
http://www.extron.com/a/sgs408

800.633.9876 • www.extron.com
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LCD interface
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Remote operational control of the SGS 408 is simple
with the RCP 1000 remote panel. In addition, the

ECP 1000 event control
panel works with up to three
SGS 408 switchers for direct control of effects and
coordinated transition timing across all three screens.RCP 1000

ECP 1000
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ExtroNews is published by Extron
Electronics/RGB Systems Inc.  All rights
reserved.  No portion of this newsletter may
be reproduced in any form without written
permission from Extron Electronics. Every
effort has been made to ensure accuracy in
content; however, Extron assumes no
responsibility for errors and omissions in the
information provided herein.  ExtroNews is
sent free of charge to communication
industry professionals and end-users.
Printed in the United States of America.

We welcome your comments and 
contributions! Please submit ideas to:

Extron Electronics, USA
1230 South Lewis Street
Anaheim, CA 92805
Phone: 714.491.1500 or 800.633.9876
Fax: 714.491.1517

Extron Electronics, Europe
Beeldschermweg, 6C 9821 AH Amersfoort
The Netherlands
Phone: +31.33.453.4040
Fax: +31.33.453.4050

Extron Electronics, Asia
135 Joo Seng Road #04-01
PM Industrial Building
Singapore 368363
Phone: +65.383.4400
Fax: +65.383.4664

Extron School Schedule
Sept. 13-14 ....................Extron School ..................The Netherlands
Sept. 14-15 ............Extron School Tech Class................Anaheim, CA
Sept. 19-20 ..........Extron School On the Road ................Chicago, IL
Sept. 21-22 ..........Extron School On the Road ................Chicago, IL
Oct. 2-3 ..........................Extron School ..................The Netherlands
Nov. 2-3 ..........................Extron School ............................Singapore
Nov. 9-10 ..............Extron School Sales Class ..............Anaheim, CA
Nov. 13-14 ......................Extron School ..................The Netherlands
Nov. 14-15............Extron School On the Road ......San Francisco, CA
Nov. 16-17............Extron School On the Road ......San Francisco, CA
Nov. 30-Dec. 1 ........Extron School Tech Class................Anaheim, CA
Dec. 11-12 ......................Extron School ..................The Netherlands

Upcoming Tradeshows

Sept. 8-12 ..............................IBC........Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Sept. 8-10 ............................CEDIA ..........................Indianapolis, IN
Sept. 20-25 ........................Photokina ........................Köln, Germany
Oct. 4-5 ..................Rocky Mnt. Film & Video ..................Denver, CO
Nov. 6-9 ................................SATIS ..............................Paris, France
Nov. 15-17..........................Inter Bee ............................Tokyo, Japan
Nov. 27-30 ..........................I/ITSEC................................Orlando, FL
Nov. 29-30................Gov’t Video Tech Expo ............Washington, DC
Dec. 6-8 ........................TELECON West ......................Anaheim, CA

Audio Visual Communication’s Dave Stout
of New Orleans took an interesting detour
into the world of voodoo doll design. He’s

using the Extron Tweeker to ward off
those infamous evils of the A/V industry:

hum bars, signal loss, ghosting, blooming,
banding, and wrap around!

Send us your photograph of how you use the Tweeker. If we publish it in a future issue of
ExtroNews, we’ll give you a free VTG 150. Please send entries along with an explanation to: 
Extron Tweeker Contest, 1230 S. Lewis Street, Anaheim, CA 92805.


